Visual attention enhances the responses of visual neurons that encode the attended location. Several recent studies showed that attention also decreases correlations between fluctuations in the responses of pairs of neurons (termed spike count correlation or r SC ). The previous results are consistent with two hypotheses. Attention-related changes in rate and r SC might be linked (perhaps through a common mechanism), so that attention always decreases r SC . Alternately, attention might either increase or decrease r SC , possibly depending on the role the neurons play in the behavioral task. We recorded simultaneously from dozens of neurons in area V4 while monkeys performed a discrimination task. We found strong evidence in favor of the second hypothesis, showing that attention can flexibly increase or decrease correlations, depending on whether the neurons provide evidence for the same or opposite perceptual decisions. These results place important constraints on models of the neuronal mechanisms underlying cognitive factors.
Introduction
In recent years, correlations between the trial-to-trial fluctuations in the spiking of pairs of neurons (spike count correlations or r SC ) have been used to study the neuronal mechanisms underlying sensory, motor, or cognitive processes. Recent studies have shown that correlations are modulated by a wide variety of sensory, motor, and cognitive factors (for review, see 1 ), most of which also alter the mean responses of cortical neurons. While a wide variety of theoretical models can typically account for mean responses, the pattern of correlation changes can place constraints on hypotheses about the underlying neural mechanisms.
Visual attention, which improves perception of an attended location or feature, is a particularly well-studied example of a cognitive process that changes rates and correlations. Attention has long been known to increase the average responses of neurons in visual cortex whose tuning matches the attended location or feature [2] [3] [4] [5] . Recently, several studies have demonstrated that attention can decrease spike count correlations [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . We wondered whether attention-related increases in rate and decreases in correlation are fixed signatures Users may view, print, copy, and download text and data-mine the content in such documents, for the purposes of academic research, subject always to the full Conditions of use:http://www.nature.com/authors/editorial_policies/license.html#terms of a single underlying mechanism or whether attention might be associated with either increases or decreases in correlations under different task demands.
Because attention can dramatically affect perception, we reasoned that the best chance of observing attention-related increases in correlation might occur in situations in which increasing correlations would improve the ability of the population of neurons to encode information about the visual world. The relationship between correlations and information coding is complicated and an area of active investigation [11] [12] [13] . However, we used the predictions of an influential "pooling" model of perceptual decision-making 14, 15 to create a task in which attention might reasonably be expected to increase correlations between some pairs of neurons.
In most models of decision-making, positive correlations can be either helpful or harmful. For example, the pooling model predicts that decisions between two choices are made by comparing the pooled responses of groups of neurons whose responses provide evidence in favor of each choice 14, 15 . The model predicts that positive correlations between neurons whose responses provide evidence in favor of the same choice are harmful. They reduce the benefit of averaging the responses of many neurons because shared variability cannot be averaged out. In contrast, positive correlations between neurons whose responses provide evidence for opposite choices are helpful because their shared variability can be subtracted out. Although negative correlations are not extremely common in visual cortex, their effect on population coding is thought to be the opposite of positive correlations. Negative correlations between neurons whose responses provide evidence for the same choice may be helpful because averaging their responses effectively subtracts out shared variability, whereas negative correlations between neurons whose responses provide evidence for opposite choices may be harmful because shared variability is effectively averaged when the responses of the two groups are compared.
In all studies that previously measured attention-related decreases in r , the responses of nearly all pairs of neurons for which correlations were measured contributed to the same behavioral choice. For example, in the detection task used by Cohen and Maunsell 6, 7 , monkeys were trained to report a subtle change in the orientation or spatial frequency of a flashing visual stimulus. The responses of nearly all (92%) of the neurons that they recorded from visual area V4 increased when the stimulus changed (presumably due to a release of adaptation to repeated presentations of the original stimulus). Therefore, the correlation decrease could in principle contribute to attention-related improvements in perception by improving the amount of information encoded by the population.
We hypothesized that we might observe attention-related increases in correlations in a discrimination task. Discrimination tasks cannot usually be solved by simply averaging the responses of all neurons. Instead, most hypothesized readout mechanisms compare, or take the difference between, the responses of groups of neurons providing evidence in favor of each choice. As in the detection task, correlations between neurons that provide evidence supporting the same behavioral choice may limit the benefit of averaging the responses of many neurons. If, however the total amount of neuronal variability stays the same or decreases with attention 6, 8 , positive correlations between neurons that encode opposite choices might improve discrimination because noise that is common to the two groups will be subtracted out.
To determine whether attention-related modulations of rate and correlation are dissociable, we recorded simultaneously from a few dozen neurons in each hemisphere of visual area V4 while monkeys performed a contrast discrimination task with a spatial attention component. Consistent with previous studies, we found that attention increased average firing rates and decreased r SC among pairs of neurons whose responses contribute to the same choice. However, we found that attention increased r SC between pairs of neurons whose responses provide evidence in favor of opposite choices.
Our results show that directing attention to the receptive fields of pairs of visual neurons can either increase or decrease correlations. Our findings suggest that the neuronal mechanism underlying shifts in attention must affect the firing rates and correlations between visual neurons depending on the role the neurons play in the behavioral task.
Results

Contrast discrimination task and psychophysical results
We trained two monkeys (Macaca mulatta; both male, 7.5 and 9 kg) to perform the contrast discrimination task illustrated in Figure 1a . A trial began when the animal fixated a central spot of light. After a random period (200-400 ms, picked from a uniform distribution on each trial), two pairs of grating stimuli appeared, with one pair in each hemifield. The animals were cued in alternating blocks of trials as to which stimulus pair to base their decision on (i.e. which stimulus pair to pay attention to). After a randomly selected stimulus viewing period (333, 500, 667, or 800 ms), the gratings were replaced by two saccade targets at the locations of the gratings on the cued side. The animals' task was to make an eye movement to the target corresponding to the stimulus on the attended side that had higher contrast.
The animals were cued as to which stimulus pair to attend to in a set of separate instruction trials before each block of trials ( Figure 1b ). These trials were identical to the contrast discrimination trials, except that only a single grating at one of the two locations on the cued side was shown. The location of these stimuli served as a cue to the animal as to the attention condition for the upcoming trials when two pairs were shown. The single stimulus was presented at either one of the contrasts used in the contrast discrimination task or at 100% contrast, and we used these trials to characterize the neuronal responses we recorded to stimuli at different contrasts and locations. Each block of trials consisted of 40 instruction trials (5 trials at each of 2 locations and 4 contrasts) and 160 trials of the contrast discrimination task (10 per stimulus condition). During each experimental session, the animals completed at least two blocks of trials for each attention condition (at least 10 instruction trials per location-contrast and 20 contrast discrimination trials per stimulus and attention condition).
The nature of this discrimination task did not allow for catch trials to evaluate the animal's attentional state. Because of this, it was critical to balance the contrasts of all four stimuli to prevent the animals from adopting a strategy other than basing their decisions on the relative contrasts of the two stimuli in the cued hemifield. The stimulus conditions are summarized in Figure 1c . Each pair of stimuli contained one stimulus at a fixed medium contrast (15% contrast for Monkey F and 25% for Monkey J). The other stimulus was lower on half the trials and higher on the other half. The higher and lower contrasts remained constant throughout each daily experimental session and were picked such that the contrast discrimination (medium vs. high or low contrast) was near the animal's psychophysical threshold. The stimulus pair in the uncued hemifield also contained the medium contrast and one of the same higher or lower contrasts as in the cued hemifield. On any given trial, the medium contrast occurred in exactly one stimulus in each pair and could occur at either location within a pair. The other stimulus in the uncued hemifield could either be the same (e.g. both high contrast or both low contrast) or different than the stimulus in the cued hemifield, and all trial types were randomly interleaved. There were therefore 16 unique combinations of four stimuli, each of which occurred in both attention conditions. Because the stimulus contrasts were completely balanced across hemifields and across attention conditions, attending to the stimuli in the uncued hemifield conferred no advantage to the animal.
Accordingly, behavioral evidence suggests that the animals made decisions based only on the stimuli in the cued hemifield. The animals made saccades to the locations of the stimuli in the uncued hemifield in fewer than 1.5% of trials (mean = 1.48%, median = 0.9%). This result was expected because there were no saccade targets in the uncued hemifield. We also reasoned that if the animals were not attending correctly, then the contrast of the stimuli in the uncued hemifield would have affected their decisions. Figure 1d shows that the animals' proportion correct was not significantly affected by whether the stimuli in the uncued hemifield were the same or different contrasts or higher or lower contrast as the stimuli in the cued hemifield (binomial tests, p > 0.05).
Neurophysiological recordings and task tuning similarity
To measure attention-related modulation of rates and correlations, we recorded from pairs of chronically implanted microelectrode arrays, one in each hemisphere of visual area V4 (48 electrodes per array, 96 per animal). The centers of the visual receptive fields from the units recorded during a representative experimental session are plotted in Figure 1e . We recorded single-and multi-unit activity from these arrays during daily experimental sessions for several weeks in each animal. Using these methods, it is nearly impossible to tell whether we recorded from the same single-or multi-unit clusters on subsequent days. To be conservative, the analyses presented in Figures 4 and 6 are based on a single recording session from each animal (picked using behavioral metrics; see Methods), but the results from the other experimental sessions were qualitatively similar (see Figure 5 ). During these example recording sessions, we recorded from a total of 80 single-units and multi-unit clusters from in Monkey F and 36 single-units and multi-unit clusters in Monkey J. Across 17 recording sessions, we recorded from an average of 67 single-and multi-unit clusters in Monkey F (average of 4 single-units per day), and an average of 35 single-and multi-unit clusters (average of 1 single-unit per day) in Monkey J. The recordings in Monkey J came primarily from a single hemisphere. We based our analyses on single-units or multi-unit clusters and use the term unit to refer to either.
Our goal was to record from pairs of units whose responses provide evidence in favor of the same stimulus choice in the contrast discrimination task (to replicate the results of previous studies) as well as from pairs whose responses provide evidence for opposite stimulus choices (to determine whether attention could be associated with increases in r SC ). We therefore arranged the stimuli in the contrast discrimination task so that each stimulus overlapped the receptive fields of some, but not all, of the units we recorded (Figure 2a ). The three example units whose contrast response curves are plotted in Figure 2b are typical of the units we recorded in that almost all units responded more to high than low contrast stimuli [16] [17] [18] [19] . The units in our data set typically responded most to one of the stimuli in the contralateral hemifield, and they did not respond substantially to the stimuli in the ipsilateral hemifield.
To distinguish between our two hypotheses about the relationship between attention-related modulation of rates and r SC , we needed to sort unit pairs by whether their responses provided evidence in favor of the same or opposite choices in the contrast discrimination task. We therefore devised a measure of the task tuning similarity (TTS) of each pair of units recorded simultaneously in the same hemisphere. TTS quantifies the similarity in their relative responses to the stimuli at each of the two locations in the contralateral hemifield. We computed a standard d′ metric for each unit comparing the distributions of its responses to 100% contrast stimuli at the two locations in the contralateral hemifield (locations 1 and 2 in the examples in Figure 2c ). We arbitrarily assigned positive d′ values to units that preferred location 1 over location 2 or location 3 over location 4 and negative d′ values to the units with opposite preference. To compute task tuning similarity, we simply multiplied the d′ values for each pair of units. Therefore, pairs with positive TTS responded preferred the same stimulus location and pairs with negative TTS preferred opposite locations.
We could in principle have defined task tuning similarity in many ways, and we have no way of knowing the role that each of the units we recorded actually played in the animal's decision. We found that r SC varies systematically along our TTS axis (see analyses below), which shows that this measure captures some aspects of the relationship between the tuning properties of the neurons we recorded and their attention-related modulation.
Attention can either increase or decrease r SC
The predictions of our two hypotheses can be easily distinguished as a function of TTS. Studies throughout visual cortex have shown that pairs of units with similar receptive fields or tuning properties tend to have higher rSC than those with dissimilar tuning 6, 14, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Because TTS measures the extent to which two units prefer the same or opposite stimulus locations, pairs with positive TTS will tend to have more similar receptive fields than pairs with negative TTS. Both hypotheses therefore predict that r SC will increase with TTS while the animal is ignoring the stimuli in the contralateral hemifield (i.e., the red lines have positive slopes in Figures 3a and 3b ).
Both hypotheses predict that, consistent with previous studies [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , attention will decrease r SC for pairs whose responses provide evidence for the same choice (positive TTS, "same group"). The first hypothesis predicts that attention will decrease correlations regardless of TTS, so r SC should always be lower when the animal is discriminating the stimuli in the contralateral hemifield (green line in Figure 3a) . The second hypothesis (Figure 3b ) predicts that attention will have a qualitatively different effect on pairs of units depending on the sign of their TTS, decreasing r SC when TTS is positive ("same group") and increasing r SC when TTS is negative ("different group").
The results strongly support the second hypothesis and show that attention can either increase or decrease r SC . Consistent with previous results, attention reduced correlations among pairs of units with positive TTS. In both animals, however, attention increased r SC among pairs with negative TTS (Figures 4a and 4b , 3124 same-hemisphere pairs in Monkey F and 854 same-hemisphere pairs in Monkey J for these example recording sessions). In this example data set in Monkey J, the average correlation coefficient for neurons with TTS < -1 was less than 0. Although there was considerable variability in r SC across neuron pairs and recording sessions, an average r SC less than 0 was not extremely common across our data set (see Figure 5 ). Consistent with our average results, studies in visual cortex typically report small, but positive average correlations 1 although studies in frontal cortex have noted consistently negative correlations, particularly in pairs of neurons whose receptive fields do not overlap 30, 31 . Simple circuit models can produce both positive and negative correlations simply from variability in the activity and strength of inhibitory and excitatory inputs 32 , and the magnitude of correlations depends on a wide variety of experimental and theoretical factors 1 . We therefore focus here on attention-related changes in spike count correlations, rather than their absolute magnitude.
The different effects of attention on correlations between neurons with positive and negative TTS was consistent across recording sessions. Across 17 recording sessions (6 from monkey F and 11 from monkey J), attention was associated with increased firing rates both for units that contributed to pairs with high positive or negative TTS ( Figure 5 left and right, TTS < -1 and TTS > 1, respectively). These increases were on the small end of the range reported in previous studies, perhaps because having four stimuli on the screen meant that both the receptive field center and surround were stimulated for most neurons. However, even though attention was associated with similar firing rate changes for neurons that contributed to pairs with TTS < -1 or TTS > 1, attention had opposite effects on r SC for these pairs, increasing correlations among pairs with TTS < -1 ( The impact of attention on r SC can be described as decreasing the slope of the line relating r SC to TTS. To quantify this effect, we fit a line to scatter plots of r SC as a function of TTS in each attention condition and compared the slopes in the attended and unattended conditions. In our example recording sessions, attention was associated with a decrease in slope from 0.038 to 0.023 (Monkey F) and 0.039 to 0.005 (Monkey J). We performed a bootstrap test by randomly assigning the two correlation coefficients for each pair (one per attention condition) to new bootstrapped conditions. We then fit lines to each bootstrapped condition and calculated a distribution of the differences in slope between the two bootstrapped conditions. The actual attention-related decreases in slope were statistically significant in 15 of our 17 data sets (bootstrap test, p < 0.05).
Together, our results show that attention is not obligatorily associated with decreases in correlations.
Possible artifacts
Our goal was to determine the effect of shifting attention on correlations between the responses of pairs of V4 units with different properties. In this section, we examine a number of factors that could in principle have artifactually affected our correlation results.
The first category of potential artifacts concerns the properties of the units that form the pairs with very positive and negative TTS. Although most units contribute to pairs with both positive and negative TTS, asymmetries in the number and properties of units that respond to each stimulus mean that the distributions of units that contribute to the two extremes of the x-axes in Figure 4 or separate bar graphs in Figure 5 are not identical. To be sure that our results are not confounded by any differences, we subsampled our data set to control for several factors that might affect attention-related changes in r SC .
Measured correlations are known to covary with firing rate 1, 33 and also tend to be higher in multi-units than single-units 1 which comprise the majority of our data set. These factors, in addition to a longer time window over which we measured responses 1 , almost certainly contribute to the relatively high spike count correlations we observed. A previous study found that attention-related modulation in rate and in r SC did not differ substantially between single-and multi-units 6 , so it seems likely that we would have observed similar attention-related changes in r SC if we recorded solely from single-units.
However, we performed an additional control analysis to be sure that the attention-related changes in r SC were not caused by changes in rate or by asymmetries in firing rate changes between the units that contribute to pairs with positive or negative TTS. Using the distribution-matching procedure described in Methods, we calculated r SC among subsets of unit pairs recorded during the two example recording sessions depicted in Figure 4 for which the four firing rate distributions for pairs of units with TTS < -1 or > 1 in the two attention conditions were matched. This manipulation did not affect the qualitative changes in r SC for pairs with positive or negative TTS ( Figure 6 , t-tests, p < 0.05), suggesting that differences in firing rate cannot explain our results. For comparison, the raw data from Figure 4 have been plotted and averaged in Figure 6 , and the average firing rates for the pairs with TTS < -1 or TTS > 1 have been plotted in the lower panels of Figure 6 .
As predicted, pairs with positive or negative TTS differed in their baseline level of r SC . To control for a possible relationship between mean r SC and attention-related modulation of r SC (e.g. a floor or ceiling effect), we matched the distributions of r SC in the attended condition for pairs with TTS < -1 or > 1 for the same example data sets. In the unattended condition, r SC remained lower than in the attended condition for this subset of pairs with TTS < -1 and higher than in the attended condition for this subset of pairs with TTS > 1 ( Figure 6 , t-tests, p < 0.05). Differences in mean r SC therefore cannot explain our results.
Our measure of TTS depended heavily on the overlap between the spatial receptive fields of the two neurons in a pair. The dependence of the attention-related correlation changes on TTS could therefore be a hardwired signature of how cognitive factors affect neurons with overlapping or nonoverlapping receptive fields. To address this issue, we controlled for the distributions of distances between the electrodes that recorded pairs of neurons with TTS > 1 or TTS < -1. The mean electrode distance for pairs with TTS > 1 was significantly smaller than for pairs with TTS < -1 for the example recording session in Monkey F (mean distance 1.19 mm for TTS > 1 vs. 2.45 for TTS < -1, t-test, p < 10 -5 ) but not for Monkey J (mean distance 2.19 mm for TTS > 1 vs. 2.13 for TTS < -1, t-test, p = 0.9). This difference might be attributed to the more foveal receptive fields in Monkey J than Monkey F.
In both monkeys, however, the qualitatively different attention-related changes in r SC remained when we matched distributions of electrode distance for pairs with TTS > 1 and TTS < -1 (right bars of Figure 6 , t-tests, p < 0.05). Therefore, differences in mean electrode distance cannot explain the r SC differences we observed. This result rules out a possible mechanism by which attention has qualitatively different effects on pairs of neurons based solely on their cortical distance.
Another category of possible artifacts do not lend themselves to data analysis controls, but aspects of our experimental design make it extremely unlikely that these qualitatively affected the pattern of attention-related changes in r SC that we observed. For example, fluctuations in the animals' global internal states like arousal, alertness, or motivation could affect measurements of r SC . However, these factors can be expected to affect the responses of all units and would therefore affect r SC independent of TTS. Furthermore, because we recorded from both hemispheres simultaneously (with about equal numbers of units in each hemisphere in Monkey F), biases in the monkey's cognitive state (e.g. greater arousal when attending to the left) would affect both attention conditions equally, since attending to the left is the attended condition for units in the right hemisphere and the unattended condition for units in the left hemisphere.
Factors like fixational eye movements or shifts in spatial attention between the two stimuli within a hemifield could affect rSC in a way that depends on TTS, but these would lead to the opposite pattern of results than the one we observed. Making small eye movements or shifting attention between the two stimuli in one hemifield in the process of discriminating between them (i.e. in the attended condition) would cause an increase in r SC among units with positive TTS, since these factors would co-modulate their responses. Because neurons with negative TTS tend to have different receptive fields, these same eye movements or attentional shifts would cause a decrease in r SC among pairs with negative TTS because these factors would anti-correlate their responses. For example, a small eye movement would be likely to shift a stimulus either into or out of the joint receptive field of neurons with similar receptive fields (positive TTS), but might shift the stimulus into the receptive field of one neuron but out of the receptive field of the other neuron in a pair with different receptive fields. Therefore, these factors would cause attention-related increases in r SC for pairs with positive TTS and decreases for pair with negative TTS, which is the opposite of what we observed. In summary, we cannot think of an experimental artifact that could produce the pattern of attention-related changes in r SC that we observed.
Discussion
Our results show that attention can either increase or decrease correlations, depending on the role the neurons play in the task. We were surprised by this result because a large body of previous work suggested that attention would always decrease correlations. The previous studies that measured attention-related modulation of r SC found that attention decreases correlations [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Other processes that increase the responses of neurons in primate visual cortex have also been shown to decrease r SC , including increasing the contrast of a visual stimulus 20 , training on a perceptual task 34 , and the absence of adaptation 22 . It should be noted, however, that in two non-primate systems in which firing rates did not change, novelty or salience could either increase or decrease r SC 35, 36 .
In particular, we originally hypothesized that attention-related modulation of rates and correlations are inextricably linked because our previous study showed that in a detection task, two forms of attention (spatial attention and a form of feature attention) have the same quantitative relationship between increases in firing rate and decreases in r SC 7 . When two neurons showed a large increase in rate, they tended to show a predictable and large decrease in rSC (a correlation decrease of approximately 0.05 for every 10 spikes/s of rate increase). Neurons that showed no attention-related rate change tended not to show a correlation change. This quantitative similarity between two types of attention was consistent with the hypothesis that a single neuronal mechanism underlies rate and correlation changes caused by both types of attention.
Although it is indisputable that there is a relationship between firing rate and correlation changes 1, 33 , our results show that groups of neurons with the same attention-related firing rate changes can have qualitatively different changes in correlation. Our control analyses showed that the qualitatively different attention-related changes in r SC for pairs with positive or negative TTS remained even when we matched distributions of firing rates across attention and TTS conditions. Therefore, if a common mechanism is responsible for changes in both firing rates and correlations, it must affect rates and correlations in a separable way. It would be interesting to determine whether the magnitude of correlation changes of either sign are related to behavioral measures of attention. It would be difficult to design a task that involves neurons with both positive and negative TTS and also contains catch trials to allow a behavioral assessment of attention, but this would be an extremely interesting challenge for future work.
Our results complement those of a previous study of task-related changes in r SC
A previous study measured how correlations between pairs of neurons in area MT depended on the role the neurons played in a direction discrimination task 23 . This study measured correlations in two task conditions, which differed in both whether the neurons contributed to the same or opposite decisions (an analog of positive or negative TTS in our study) and whether the feature the neurons encoded was attended or unattended. The results of this previous study complement our current study by showing that r SC depends on a combination of TTS and feature attention. In contrast, our study dissociated the effects of attention on correlations between pairs of neurons with a fixed TTS. Together, the two studies show that r SC depends on the role that neurons play in the task as well as on both feature and spatial attention. In addition, our results show that task-related changes in r SC are dissociable from changes in firing rate, the baseline correlation between two neurons, and the physical distance between the two neurons in the brain.
Relationship between correlations and information coding
A growing body of correlation data from different tasks and experimental systems shows that correlations depend on much more than hard-wired feedforward common inputs. A tantalizing possibility is that attention and other sensory, motor, and cognitive processes can modulate rates and correlations in the way that is best suited for information coding. It is currently impossible to prove whether this is generally true for both experimental and theoretical reasons. First, all available data come from animals that have been overtrained on specific tasks, leaving open the possibility that attention produces beneficial changes in correlations only in very specific instances. Second, the impact of correlations on information coding is a matter of current debate in the computational community 12, 13, 15 .
However, at least in one simple framework, our results seem consistent with the idea that attention modulates correlations to optimize information coding. Attention, like many other sensory, motor, or cognitive processes, typically multiplicatively scales the responses of visual neurons 37 . Such increases in response gain are always good for information coding because they improve the signal to noise ratio of single neurons. Changes in r SC have the potential to have an even bigger impact on information coding than changes in single neurons because correlations can, according to some models, either limit or improve the benefit of pooling information over many neurons 6, 8, [13] [14] [15] . In our study, attention affected r SC in a manner consistent with improving information coding by decreasing correlations for pairs with positive TTS and increasing correlations among pairs with negative TTS.
How the neuronal mechanisms underlying processes like attention could selectively modulate correlations for the purpose of improving information coding remains an open question. Our results show that any potential mechanism must at the very least be flexible enough to dissociate changes in correlations from changes in response rate, baseline correlation, or cortical distance.
Methods
The subjects in our experiment were two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta, 7.5 and 9 kg). All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of the University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University. Before training, we implanted each animal with a titanium head post. After the animal learned the task (5-7 months), we implanted a pair of 6×8 microelectrode arrays (Blackrock Microsystems), one area V4 in each cerebral hemisphere. The distance between adjacent electrodes was 400 μm, and each electrode was 1 mm long. We identified area V4 using stereotactic coordinates and by visually inspecting the sulci. We placed the arrays between the lunate and the superior temporal sulci. The two arrays were connected to a single percutaneous connector that allowed electrophysiological recordings.
We recorded neuronal activity from these arrays during daily experimental sessions for several weeks in each animal. Using our recording methods, it is nearly impossible to tell whether we recorded from the same single-or multi-unit clusters on subsequent days. To be conservative, the analyses presented here are based on a single recording session from each animal. These example days were picked because the animal performed a large number of trials with good psychophysical performance and because recording quality was good.
We confirmed that the results from these example recording sessions were typical of our data set by analyzing data from all recording sessions in which the animal completed at least 250 contrast discrimination trials at each attended location (median 1079 correct trials across both attended locations), achieved at least 60% correct performance during contrast discrimination trials, made choices toward one location in a hemifield no more than 2.5 times as often as the other location, and had good recording quality (we successfully recorded from most electrodes, the recordings were largely free from electrical noise and the stimuli were appropriately placed over the units' receptive fields). Seventeen recording sessions fulfilled all of these criteria (6 from monkey F and 11 from monkey J). In these 17 sessions, the mean percent correct was 69.5% (range 62%-83%). The monkeys performed above chance during every session (binomial tests, p < 10 -3 ). In the example sessions we analyzed more in depth, performance was 82% correct and 73% correct for Monkeys F and J, respectively.
We recorded a total of 34 single-units and 805 multi-unit clusters across these sessions.
Because it is impossible to know the extent to which the same units were recorded on subsequent days, the error bars in Figure 6 should be considered an upper bound on statistical significance. When we treated the observations as independent, t-tests showed that the attention-related changes in firing rate and correlation were highly significant, but assumption of independence is almost certainly incorrect. The analysis in Figure 6 shows that our example recording sessions were typical of our data set, but these data analysis concerns led us to conservatively base all conclusions on statistical analyses done within the example recording sessions for each animal.
All spike sorting was done manually following the experiment using Plexon's Offline Sorter. We sorted single-units as well as multi-unit clusters whose waveforms looked like action potentials and whose distributions of interspike intervals looked plausibly neural. We included single-units or multi-unit clusters for analysis if their response from 50 to 100 ms after stimulus onset (averaged over all stimuli) was significantly different than its baseline firing rate sampled 50 ms before stimulus onset (t-test, p < 0.05).
We presented visual stimuli on a calibrated CRT monitor (calibrated to linearize intensity; 1024×768 pixels; 120 Hz refresh rate) placed 54 cm from the animal. We monitored eye position using an infrared eye tracker (Eyelink 1000 (SR Research, Ontario, Canada)). We used custom software (written in Matlab using the Psychophysics Toolbox 38, 39 ) to present stimuli and monitor behavior. We recorded eye position and pupil diameter (1000 samples/s), neuronal responses (30,000 samples/s) and the signal from a photodiode to align neuronal responses to stimulus presentation times (10,000 samples/s) using hardware from Ripple (Salt Lake City, UT).
Data analysis
To allow for the latency of V4 responses, our analyses are based on spike count responses calculated from 60 ms to 393 ms after stimulus onset. We quantified spike count correlations (r SC ) as the Pearson's correlation coefficient between spike count responses to repeated presentations of the same stimulus. This measure is extremely sensitive to outliers, so we did not analyze trials for which the response of either unit was more than three standard deviations away from its mean (following the convention in 20 ). For each pair of units recorded simultaneously from the same hemisphere but not from the same electrode, we computed r SC separately for each stimulus condition and averaged the results. Taking the zscored responses for each condition and computing a single value of r SC for each pair (as in 24 ) gave qualitatively similar results.
The controls in Figure 6 are based on matched distributions of units or pairs. The goal of these controls was determine whether the attention-related changes in r SC that we observed could be attributed to differences in either mean rate or baseline r SC across attention conditions or between pairs with positive or negative TTS. We therefore subsampled our data to create subdistributions of pairs such that the distributions of either firing rate or r SC in the attended condition were identical. For firing rate, we matched four total distributions (attended and unattended for pairs with TTS < -1 or TTS > 1). For baseline rSC, we matched two distributions (TTS < -1 or TTS > 1 in the attended condition).
To create matched distributions, we first binned the data to create histograms of the distributions of geometric mean firing rate in a pair or of r SC in the attended condition. We then picked, without replacement, from each bin of each distribution to create subdistributions in which each subdistribution has an identical number of points in a given bin. For example, for each bin, we would look to see which of the four original firing rate distributions has the fewest data points in that bin, and we would pick a random subset of the data from the other distributions such that each of the four new distributions has the same number of data points in that bin. We repeated this resampling procedure 10,000 times, and the numbers in Figure 6 represent the average of these resampled distributions. The error bars represent the standard error for a representative resampled distribution.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. (a) Contrast discrimination task. The animals were required to maintain fixation in a 1-1.5° window for the duration of the trial. After the animal fixated a blank screen for 200-400 ms, two pairs of grating stimuli were placed on each side of a fixation spot within the envelope of the receptive fields of the units recorded in each hemisphere. The animal's task was to determine which of the pair of stimuli in the previously cued hemifield had higher contrast. After the stimulus viewing time (333, 500, 667, or 800 ms), two targets appeared at the locations of the stimuli in the cued hemifield. When the targets were presented, the animal was free to move its eyes and was rewarded for saccades directed to the corresponding to the higher contrast stimuli in the pair. (b) Instruction trials. At the start of each attention block, the animal performed instruction trials in which only a single stimulus was presented at one of the stimulus locations in a single hemifield, were presented. The location of the stimulus served as a cue to the animal as to the hemifield to attend to in the following block of trials and provided data we used to assess the unit's contrast response function at each of the four locations. The timing of instruction trials was identical to the timing in the contrast discrimination trials, and the animal was rewarded for saccades directed to the target at the location of the single stimulus. (c) Discrimination task contrast pairings. During the discrimination task, each pair of stimuli always contained a medium contrast stimulus. This stimulus could appear at either location within the pair. The second stimulus in each pair was either a higher or lower contrast stimulus. There were 16 unique combinations of the four stimuli, and these were randomly interleaved in each block of trials. d) Performance did not depend on the stimuli in the opposite hemifield. This figure depicts average proportion correct during the example recording sessions from Monkeys F and J whose physiological results are described in Figures 5 and 7 . Performance did not significantly depend on whether the contrast of the unattended stimulus that was not medium contrast was high or low or whether this stimulus was the same or a different contrast from the contrasts of the attended stimuli (binomial test, p < 0.05). Error bars are standard errors of the mean (s.e.m). e) Center of the visual receptive fields for the multi-unit signals from example recording sessions for each animal. Average firing rate and spike count correlations when attention was directed to the contralateral (attended) and ipsilateral (unattended) hemisphere for units contributing to pairs with TTS < -1 (left) and TTS > 1 (right). Error bars are s.e.m. 
